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Some of the sharper tools in the shed have asked me, but, if the Federales allow Dual Citizenship, why doesn't our State Citizenship protect us no matter what? Isn't it just a matter of wearing two different hats?

That's the way things worked until the 1940's when the Municipal United States began usurping power never delegated to it and operating outside the boundaries set for it and establishing Municipal STATES OF STATES and creating incorporated US CITIZENS for itself.

Before 1939-40, Americans were "presumed" to be American State Citizens and Territorial United States Citizens, both, owing citizenship obligations to both the actual State and the Territorial Government. The Constitutional guarantees owed to your State were honored in Territorial United States Courts -- that is, the Military District Courts.

But after 1940 another expansion of the Great Fraud occurred (see the Buck Act of 1940) and instead of being "presumed" to be an American State Citizen and a Territorial United States Citizen under Dual Citizenship provisions, you were instead "presumed" to be both a Territorial United States Citizen and a Municipal United States Citizen.

Unless you come forward and provide "superior evidence" against these legal presumptions, you are not "presumed" to be an American State National nor an American State Citizen at all.

In fact, according to these Liars, the American States and People no longer exist. All that exists is chattel belonging to two foreign commercial corporations in the business of providing governmental services, and you are all obligated to serve them and give them anything they want.

So, time to get on your broomsticks and do something about their shameless lies and behavior. You have to formally and on the record claim your birthright political status or you are considered to be just one kind or another of "Federal Citizen", having no access to the Public Law and no Constitutional guarantees, and no private property.

It's time to bring the hammer down on the bureaucrats responsible for these travesties and upon the commercial corporations and foreign governments responsible and upon the military that has sat on its rump and let this occur on their watch.

Now that you are aware of the fraud being committed against you, it's time to take action.

The other reason that you need to take action to adopt your birthright political status as American State Citizens is that only American State Citizens can complete the reconstruction of the actual intended Federal States of States and thereby restore the government we are owed.

Because the actual States don't allow Dual Citizenship at all, it is necessary for those of us who act as State Citizens to fully divest or set aside by proxy (as when you name Mnuchin the Fiduciary responsible for the ACCOUNT associated with YOUR NAME) all duties and obligations owed to the Federal United States.
Our States don't allow us to act for two Masters at the same time, so for that reason, it is necessary to have nothing more to do with any Dual Citizenship at all.
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